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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a novel online centralized algorithm for enabling non-cooperative and energy 
harvesting capable base stations (BSs) to trade energy in multi-tier cellular networks. BSs are connected to 
the non-renewable energy source used by a BS when it cannot harvest enough energy to serve its 
connected users. A double auction trading framework is proposed to motivate BSs with the extra 
harvested energy to share their surplus energy with BSs that have not harvested sufficient energy. In 
addition, BSs with energy deficit are stimulated to buy surplus energy of other BSs which results in 
reducing of the non-renewable energy consumption. The algorithm satisfies truthfulness, individual 
rationalities and budget balance. Moreover, it reaches the Nash equilibrium. The extra harvested energy is 
distributed by the smart grid that prevents energy accumulation which results in the waste of the 
harvested energy due to limited battery capacities. To reduce smart grid usage in distributing energy, an 
optimization is embodied in the proposed algorithm to assign BSs with energy deficit to near BSs with extra 
harvested energy. Simulations results show that the non-renewable energy consumption reduces 
dramatically when the algorithm is applied. In addition, BSs gain more profit, consequently, their utility 
functions enhance. 
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